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Although It IS- known that people commonly have
had the experience of feeling a period of time to have been
.longer or shorter them was actually the case, ami although
It Is also generally believed that conditions motivating
am individual have mm influence m his judgement of dur
ation of any given period!, there has been Very little, ex*
periaamta!. study of the relationship -between motivation
and perception of time* in fact, major theories of time
perception* none of which has general acceptance, ■do mot
>
stress motivational conditions and their influence on tem
. . .

.

. .,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

poral perception#
the question of how motivating conditions in ref
lation to estimation-of time fit into the structure of
general theories of time perception* which at present- form
two principal classes, those emphasising physiological
factors!, and those dealing with complexity of mental state#
during an interval, is interesting and- important- but a# yet
unanswered.
In this chapter Is presented a review of several
representative investigations- which directly or indirect
ly give evidence of a relationship between motivation and
time estimation! and in succeeding chapters the writer

will present a. report Of ills own study pertaining to this
problem.
fh© first investigation to be summerice! is that
of filar « ! Seals3-, mainly because it served as the Inspl*
ration,. ana to a contain extent, the model, for the writeris
own ©xperlinental work*.
filar as# Seals decide! to tost the hypothesis
that subject# who are Motivate! to have time pass will os*

tlaiate a §1ven period of time to ha of longer duration
than will subjectr who are- not so motivated.
.they designed two. experiments In which it was ha*
lieve! that subjects would desire a state! period of time
to pass,, an! a control in which It was believed there
•*
*
.
would ha 'no- particular motivation for wanting the quick
passage of a stated, time interval*
in plaroiing the first experimental procedure, It
was assume! that college students like! to got out of class
early .an! would desire 'the end of a Cask which had a -time
limit an! which hindered thorn from leaving class.

In the

second experittental procedure .it was assume! that if sub*.
jeots believed they had a goo! chance of 'Obtaining a price
at the end of a period of time they would desire that time
to pass* Because subjects were given the impression that
s

the task they m m asked to perform could be complete!
by many Individuals in the time allowed*, they would want
1'..
Filer* t*f* an! -lleals# 'IHW** "lb© Iffeet of Mo*
tivating condition® on the istliiation of time.'’* 1* exp-.
fSyebdl*. 1949, 39, 327*331.

—

• •#$**

.tb® time interval. to pass Quickly because they would be
.■likely be associate the- awarding. of a prise with the #n#
...of.the time pepied* Isa, the control procedure no special
motivation in the. wo? #f ft goal at the end of the time-inter*
..yal-'was. ..given the subjects*
"' .'I^perimemiaX group % mm made- up of three under*
gpadust# psychology classes, comprising a total of 6? sub*
joot®.#; flosses were asked to ©©operate In a abort. skperi*
mamt* were given paper 8 by ii|- inches in *£9** and had
.-read to then the following, instructions: '

ton are now to perform a ten minute task* When.
.yon have.finished* yon will be able to leave for the
■day# On the sheet of paper provided ym are to
write down m many words m yon mn think of using
alternate letters'of the alphabet* beginning' with kt
m the first letter of the words* that is* yon may
use Arf,E,G, etc* as the first letter but not b*d,p,.
.etc* "Witt”as many words as you can. think of fee*
ginning with A*', then yon have written all the words
yon can think of beginning with A go on to 8*' Yfhen
yon have finished ’with. one X®tb#rf.'skip a latter ■and
go on to the .nest*' ton may use proper names* Are
there any questions f this is a ben*minute task*
tom will start when I: say f,8ett* as mom m you'have
finished yon will be through for the day*l
After four minutes .and $? seconds subjecta were told
to stop working as follows i
Stop l Everyone stop workingt ho not look at
your watches* On the back of your paper in the
lower right' band comer estimate the amount of
time .you. have been working at this task* that, is#
the time from the signal go, until you war#
.stopped* the task was not actually ten minutes
in length* Indicate your estimated time in min«
utes and seconds* If yon have .looked at your
watch at any time after you start## until now*
pleas®* make a mote of ..It beside the time estimate*8
wTut

lbid* p * 888

B----

Ibid*, p* m® •
■

wiiciiT~wik■
m
rft?a*<>wntftia^nn^■.<>

i<
w;.iwm
piiw.^rfli^gifis.ftwftiftwftiiaiw■t»■gwn|j..nCjii;#iin'Ti:,.

■■^Experimental group II ■consisted: of ?1 subjects ftm
bimn mixed Class#.#* who were;each given, a sheet of paper
measuring-.® by ll§ inches
instruction#•were r#a<It

ib

sit# ana to. whom the following
•■-

*:■

.. We..are going to--ask yon to ip a tew minut# task
for. Miich you pa® win & pri##* It has been found
that many people am. do this bask * this •is actual*
3y m contest ■against Mme* laeh of. you who wipe
will receive a, box of -candy exactly like this om* -(A box of chocolates was shown to the group*)
, You hy-e- to.perform a ten minute tosh#.- On the .■
sheet of paper provided.you are to writ# down a#
,: many words os- you can think of using alternate
letters of the alphabet beginning with A At the first
letter hot BOb-Bf%F* Write as rseny words no yon
can think of beginning with A* When you have writ*
-ten all- the words yon. can think of beginning -with
A1go. on to Ci When yon have finished'with one lot*
ten skip n letter -end go m to the- next* ton may
use .propen names* Bach of yon Who succeeds in
-writing .110 words or more within this ten minute
period will receive a on©-pound boa of Whitman’s •
chocolates; Another© any questions? %■■

■After A. minutes and $? seconds, the Ss were reques*.
ted to cease working as follows:
"
i

*■■ ..

Stopt Everyon© stop for.lust a moment i Do .not
look at'your watches * In the upper .right- hand cor*
nor -of your paper write your estimate of the amount'
of time you- have been working at- this task* fhatis* the time from the signal begin until you were
stopped, the. task was- not actually %m minutes In
■length*. Indicate the estimated time In- minutes and
second#.*., .If .you hay# looked at your watch at any timeafter you started until now*- please* make a note .of
it-beside the time-estimate; 2

:.After the. Bs had made -their estimates- they were asked
to writ© .their name and sex- on the paper* -and were Informed
that as they were-- not allowed to complete the task* the per*
son-who wrote the largest number-of’words would be awarded the
in, Min, i* 1
, 1)

juyj,>y <ti wi

jHW

«* <jP*cii>>>fe^L^i» >ei>ea'*Wg»^

.£&&»* W* 328
HM**

p*

3®®

<>

■**$»*

.

box of candy*
For the control group* there m m sixty under*
graduates , 34 women and if men#, they were given Instruc
tions similar to those .given to experimental, group I, except
.that they wort .told- they .would,.go on with the. ©lace work at
the completion of the task* .fbe task wm administered at the
beginning of the class session, the subfsets were inter* ■
rupted after 4 minutes and $7 seconds, .and asked to.,estimate
the .time they -had been working*v ■ Results showed a-mean time estimate of 290.2

seconds and sigma of-.108*3 seconds for the control'group, a
mean time estimate, of 326.5 seconds and sigma of 77*2 seconds
for experimental group I, and, a mean time estimate of'330 *8
seconds and sigma of 126.1 .seconds for' experimental group,..!I*
Statistical study revealed significant, differences -between
the control group.and each of the experimentai groups.
fhs writers suggested as g tentatIve explanation
of the observations that- the attractiveness of a. goal affects
the psychological distance to.the goal,
Another experiment, that of Hindi©3-, had as Its' pur
pose the atudyofthe dependence of estimates of time spent
at an activity Upon the distance traveled.in the activity
(as measured, by the score attained) and upon the relative
clarity of the goal of the. activity* the two hypotheses
tested by the experiment were that- there la an interaction
*

*

.

•Hindi©, Helen Morris, *44®© estimates as a Func
tion of distance traveled and Relative clarity of a deal*”
J* personal** If51, If, 433*501* ' ■

between thes# variables in estimating, time-.intervale late.
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for awe tasks, subjects would be informed at the

start the score they were expected to achieve, while for
others no mention of goal would be made*. For all tasks but
©and sorting the low and .high score point a both occupied past
the point midway to the goal •■While .for card sorting the low
and high scores, decided upon were loaa than ■half way to the
goal*
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at which subjects would be interrupted ana asked for a time
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W i l i k $ m ^ in which 32© students forming sight

deslgra# W

gfomp* of SI 'I# 4S each were asked be #etStt&be,the length, of
each' of'tight.parlels'during which they. engaged' im sight
diffident 'types' ef'aotliribf* two hundred seconds w m tht\
,1r

actual Ithgbh of oath period*

'

eight situations included

|| fesby with eyes -cloted aha heads laying ©n arms,' 2) XSbteirm.
lag to a fapldlf beating

i| &£*&#sSag to a slowly

behbiitg mebfohemt, #) working problems ia lihg €lirisi#%
,§f

simple directions. read from hcv&a. by means of

mirrors, 6) eniuriag pain remitting t*m. pressure of heel.
#f palm on small, point in board, f|'h@Miwg

bo

the sides with palms upward,- 81 writing from dictation*
fhe results .for all -tubfeob#, ®m$&m 1 ac'cordiiig to

mtgmitwio- of moan estimates from’least to greatas%. with
•

‘

•

1

A

-

'

means and sigmas in seconds are, i) division li$.*##W*2'i
21 dteiebiott 174*6,77*4f 3) mirror |81U%77#$f tlpaih ®X§*%.

7S*4f 3) rapid metronome ■214.*1,85*2; 6) slow metronome
■223*7,02*4$ 7) fatigue ®28*%ib*i$ 81 root 24X.*yf;X0f*8*

tiatlitIrdal stuif revealed that, although factors
such, as fotitiwft of a eitwabioii In the series* or gonoral
average of a tscfSbh of sub|©e%a*- might haw# had some effect
on resultgf the greatest'ijsiluehc©.taw from the situatloms
th@»folvei.#
f©mparlSbE of means of men and women showed ■that
the women tended to estimate the periods of time as longer
*

than did the m e % tot as# of tho'teareon co-efficient of
variability showed no general tendency %n any' tiroctiom on
iQulliksen, H., ’’The Influence of Occupation Upon
the Perception of Time." J. exp. Psychol., 1927, 10, 52-59.

account of sex differences*
■A frequently cited ^experiment in the field of
i

temporal perception is the study of Hosenzweig and JCoht

of the effect of need-tension upon the experience -of temporal
duration.* The term need-tenslon is explained to mean a Stat#
of strain* accompanied sometimes, by emotional excitement,
that results whenever any need { equivalent on the conscious
level to desire) is aroused*
the writers describe •their treatment of this

pro-*

blem of temporal perception as preliminary in character' with
the results shotting the likelihood of a significant relation
between .the presence of need-tension and the experience of
duration* fhey use the term intermediate time lengths*

or

periods ranging from about a minute to about m hour, and
believe these intervals are observed neither directly-'nor '
through, much mediation

of

memory and other complex processes*

the Intermediate time lengths actually used in their exper
iments ranged from one to ten minutes* and were filled..-with
activity confowlng. reasonably to- everyday experience*
during two periods of the same objective duration,
the subjects were ashed to work on .3% saw puzzles, which*
although they looked easy* were really unaotvable * the
difference in the two periods was brought about, by the ins
tructions* according to which the first puzzle was attempted,
for practice while the second, puzzle was part of a test-* it
was intended that there be greater- need-tension in the second
l

r

^

., , ,

Bosenzwelg, $* and Koht, A*
Duration as Affected by I©ed-tension?
16 , *7dS—Wi*

if,, ,ur,, .

**The .Experience of
exo* Psychol. 1933,

.

than Im bb© .first.period* :■.
fheppocedure generally followed Included seating
the subject at a table on which then© -wasr a completed four
piece puzzle* .$&©• experimenter then askedthe subject If he
had ever don© that' sort of puzzle, .and -if he had heard -mp»

thing, of the •tests dona .at the laboratory, saying farther,
that an intelligent#,tost .involving such puzzles would,
given the .subject* Th© experimenter would announce a pva*>
.text for leaving the room.for .awhile^ offer the subject ah unsolvable puzzle for practice* and go,.to- an adjoining room
■,._r

•

to'observe and record the .subject*© "behavior, returning:
.after a predetermined period- of time* and asking-the subject"How long would you estimate that I was gmef* '"fM exper.l»
menter would then tell■.the subject it was-time for the.test*
which was. to be hn .intelligence.test ..coftsisting of puzzles
to..solve* and that .the work should he done -rapidly-for each
puzzle was .allotted a specified time within which it was to
be ^solved'.or ■the■■
.subject would be ,stopped *
the subject would.then he given.an unsolvafole puzzle
to work on, .with the experimenter making obvious use of s -#tpp
watch* the..experimenter would'also make notes of the subject*©,
behavior* and at the end of a period of 'time.otual to a*#*
allowed for the practice puzzle, he would call time and mtthe subject to estimate how long he had. worked on that puzzle#
If. the subject gave the same time estimate as for the previous
period he would be asked whether on© or the other period had•
seemed'longer#" the subject would next be asked to .describe

In-writing his feelings and emotions during the tin# spent;
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fhe writers believe chance placed an important

part in the large number of correct estimates because of pro
ference for numbers with the end digit sere or fire*

Since

the emphasis In this experiment was on th© relation between
the two estimates given by each subject under different &©**
gnees of tension* because of the probability the second
period was estimated in comparison with the first* and be*
cause the relation of the two estimates- may have been mad#
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Th© many correct estimates in the group of series A where

actual times were from four to seven minutes and In #©rl##
$ where the period was Itself due to the inclination to use
round numbers*
dnalytls of result# revealed that' & m differences
or membership in a psychology class had no significant Ini

,

flnemo# upoar ©suits*
a comparison of the two estimate# by each subject.
.showed that' in. series A* £9 subjects estimated the first ■
perl'Od a# longer* four estimated the two periods a# equal*
and nineteen estimated the tITSb period a# shorter* while
:!». series' b* M subjects estimated the first period a# longer*
none 'estimated the two period# m equal* and fourteen esti
mated the first period as shorter* This pointed' to a ben*'
iency for the’practice period to be estimated as the' longer*
Observation Of subjects 'behavior during, and their
verbal report# immediately afbep-the experiment gave inter
esting qualitative, results * Typical attitudes seemed to bei
11 boredom, 0) interest* eagerness * hopefulness * 3) despair*

tm general*: when boredom or despair was the prominent feeling*
©specially if either' increased during a period* the time
tended to be estimated as longer than when eagerness*: interest
and hopefulness were-dominant*
the writers'referred to'possible ahorteomings in
their experiment which would have to be eliminated from future
investigatibas* these were-?- 15 the fact that, unsolvabi© "
pussies ■created suspicion which may have infeerferred with the
Study* £|- the giving of the same puttie in the same period*

C3) the ©onstsht difference iMstWOOh the two periods brought
about toy having fit© sob|#©b slob# turih# the first aui. with
’experimenter during the sodend, tk) the ooa&ts&fe dlffereiioe©rising from.the order .of the practice and test periods.,
|5l the possible difference: resulting from having some subloots tell;bow long time seemed1to be instead of having him
estimate., (6) the difference between indirect {nmeriaal)
end dlreeb oomparlsoa of the lengths of the two periods.
fbeoretieal.considerations. offered were suggested
as developing from but net mebsssafily dependent on the
erperimeutal data,

these considerations are: (1) when

attention Is focussed il l tas,k* time seems rather short,
while if atbeEtior is ilvds. to the passing of time itself,
duration seems -comparatively longer,_ {%) time empty of
activity sews longer than time filled, 13) time pleasantly
filled.has bees said to s e w shorter them'time unpleasantly
filled, but when a need is felt the pleasantness or uttpleas*
mhtueas of an experience Is probably affected by the need,
Ch| comparatively speaiciag,. durmtioh seems long when wo want
It to be short ©hi short when wa want it to to long* in. other
word!., a#od*sttitttdt sows to bra factor In Judgment of
durstioh*
Also concerned with time estimation, is larten's^
report of.'thros attempts.to,vary tbs: tame judgments Of .
oh, f* 3"*, wfbe Influence'of the. Difficulty of
the motivity on the Istimiion of time,** ff* exp. Psychol,,
1931# 13, 270-28?.
'
■

individuals by varying their activities in listening to the
teats of the metronome.
fJtie first experiment attempted to determine the offeat
a mere change in rate of beats would hare on the subjects *
estimation of time, with nineteen undergraduate men students
taking part*
The procedure of this experiment included a norm
period of 47 seconds during which the .subject counted one
hundred beats of a metronome, the beats ©ccuring at the rate
of ltd per minute*

file experimenter then Instructed the sub

ject that the next time the metronome would beat at a slower
rate, and that he should count the beats until he beliered
be bad counted for as long a period of time as It bad required
for him to- count -to one hundred, saying "How" aloud as a sig
nal that he had counted as long a time, as before.
after .the duration of the subjects* first trial period
had been recorded, another noma period would then be gone
'through, and .instructions for a second reproduction period
would, bo given .1ike those for the first except that subjects
would be told that the metronome would 'beat faster in. the
second period*
Results showed that eighteen of the subjects allowed
the metronome to run longer at the fast rate than.at the slow
rate, showing a proportion which Is statistically reliable.
Seventeen reported using the rate of beats as a basis
for deciding how many to count, and sixteen- of these stated
they adjusted their stopping point after counting, awhile by
their feelings as to whether the proper amount of time had

passed*

fee'reported not using tee rate of boats at all 4a.

lodging tte duration of t m periods*
blest sub!sots teclarte -It was more M £ t l m l % to count
at tea fast ratter- turn tbs■alow rata*
■ As a result of tuts first o&psrtout,-'two experiments
wars piaimei to test te# bypotessls teat periods of t i m

spent. at difficult taste ara estimated less fcteo a<iuat periods
spent at lass •&ittlimit tasted if it ©ouiA to arranged m
te&t under ana m t Q t ' v m M - U m * teo fast fats would ’be more'
difficult Can above) and under another set'of-oosdititiue so
test -tee slow rate- would be » r a difficult*
la tee first osperiaant of too two* oolite by tee

nutter its metronome tearing ascperiment, tbs subisots# ’33 uteergrteuiste students, were told to listen t© tee teats of
te* metronome wite eyes siossd, and say. tee n o m m m rby»©t
teens, meena, taina, a o % so ttefc fete syllables of tins non**

tens# rfcyme would oyateronie# wite-te# beats •of "fete m%m**
tkom*

fte eubleota 'were instructed not to count beats# or

repetitions of tee-'teyms in sitter norm, or reproduo tion
periods, but1to tepeMonly on tew ttey felt about tee laps#
of tine, in giving fcteir judpi#iite*.
m e saying' of tte m m m m

r b y m was expaofete to be ■

more; difficult at fete fast rotter: tten -fete sim
After bis judgments m

rata* ’

lapse of time were resorted,

eaob subieot was anted wtefefeer tee alow or fast beats ware
tte mors difficult -to teep up vvite, and wtefeter be ted used
•

*'

i

counting or otter means, to determine when to say,

twenty-eight subjects said that .11 bad been more difficult
to keep up with th© fast beats I five said the slow beats
were mote difficult to keep up with,
fbe analysis of the results snowed that sixty-two
percent of the Judgments ate leas at fast rates than at
slow rates, whexi no account Is taken of difficulty, but
when consideration is given to results on the basis of diffi
culty, as corrected by subjests* retrospections, it turn®
.out that seventy-five percent of the judgments are smaller
for intervals of greater difficulty*
Each subject gave two pairs Of judgments/ sack pair
consisting of judgements of .time lapse at the slow and at
the fast rates.

When the ratios of each subject for each,

pair of judgment® were averaged it -was found that twentynine, or eighty-eight percent, had ratios showing smaller
judgment for.period® they thought were more difficult, and
four subject®', or twelve percent, who gave judgments of less
for the easy periods*

fills is a reliable proportion,

fhe five people who declared the slow rate the acre
difficult consistently judged the time to be less at the
slow rate*
Because of the arrangement of this experiment, there
were seventy-two instances where judgment® of like period®
followed is succession, A comparison of relation® between,
difficult-easy judgments and relation® between judgments of
like period® showed a reliably greater difference in judg
ments between the difficult and easy period® than the

difference shown between periods of file© activity.

flit average judgment for peri©#.©,of .difficult •a©%i~vlty vat.$6*8.8gQttttdft* and for periods of easy activity*
4§S seconds.
■In th© metronome rhythm experiment the subjecta were
to- listen to the metronome boating in groups of thro© and ;

state when they believed th© reproduction period was equal
to the norm period, fhe rat© of boats Of the metronome for
both the norm and fast persons was the same* fid beats a
mlnut©* with-a few exceptions,, .and for the period of repro
duction at the slow rate* the metronome boat 40 times a
minute.
there was variation in the order in which subjects

•

listened to- the reproduction periods,* but twenty-two of ■
the thirty-three subjects had the order i norm-fast * norm- ,
fast* norm-slow* norm-slow, norm-fast.

The very first'

reproduction period was not paired, with any other, as part
■of'the effort to control factors associated with position.
the general procedure In this experiment was. .very
much like that of the

metronome hearingexperiment, .it was"'

believed*-however* that hearing-.beats .,of the metronome Sir^
groups

of three would

be more'difficultat the .slow rate.

the results of the judgments of time showed' that of
sixty-six. pairs of judgments, the period at the slow rate was
estimated less than the period at the fast rate sixty times*
the seme as the fast rate'©nee* and greater -than the fast
rat© five times. .§his result .shows a reliably greater

proportion of smaller judgments at the slow rata* -In this experiment there were sixty-nine instant
ees in which judgments of like periods followed in succession.
A comparison -made of relations between difficult-easy judg
ments with relations between judgments of like periods show
that reliably greater differences existed between the con*
treating periods than existed between the periods of like .
•activity.*
fhe average of judgments for the periods at the fast;
<

_

a,

rate came to 46 seconds,, and for the slow rat# If totaled
6 seconds.
Subjects themselves declared the'activity was more
difficult at the fast rather than slow rate* the findings
based on their judgments showed time seemed 3s ss to them at
the slow rat© of the metronome * the results of this exper
iment conform to•the result# of the preceding experiment,
both indicating that difficulty of activity during the
periods is the variable between them affecting estimation.of
time*

<
iecause an earlier study of the effect of temporal

proximity upon children'*'© preferences for objects indicated
that*, in general* the subjects tended.'to show preference for
an. object which they were t© receive right, away*, over' an .
object which they wouldn’t receive until an interval of ten
1
minutes or one week had passed* Irwin, Qrchinik, and- Weiss
I*

1 -'r'lx -^ '.'.V

t'
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,. Irwt% P.W., Grchinik* G.w., and Weiss, j* ‘•studies
in Object Preferences; the Effect of Temporal Proximity Upon
Mult#* Preferencea,*0 Mmm* £»• .Psychol*..1946,59, 458-469

set tip a procedure to determine if similar results would occur
with adults*

In addition to studying adults* preferences

for objects as affected by temporal proximity, a study was
made bf the effect of temporal proximity upon preferences
between.two baakf* ■'
In experiment I«A* 64 students at the University
of Pennsylvania# serving m volunteers* were seen individually
and asked if he would take two tests# one at -that time and the
other a week 'later* After'the test the experimenter showed
two postcard reproductions of famous paintings in color and
saidi
to- show you we appreciate your- effort w© are giving
you these two fine.prints of famous paintings * you may
have this one now (indicating one print)*, and X will
•mail this one to you next week* (fhen casually) By the
way* which picture do you-like better? Why?I
Pictures were used unequal numbers of times*, but
each picture was given-immediately in half its instances* and
deferred In the other half* -A careful effort was made too*,
to _match the pictures with regard to esthetic value* similar*
Ity- of content*.and period*
the results were similar to those found in the exp-*
eriment with' children*

Of the id subjects* 41 expressed &

preference for' the picture which was to fee received immedi*
ately, ©nd 0t stated, preference for the picture which-was -to.
fee received a week later.

Six of .the fen pictures used were

preferred more often when deferred than when immediate*
Although the results indicate the influence of the
temporal

factor on thestatements of preference* non© of the
•*•Ibid.. p. 460

*1 9 -

■

" subjects mentioned it as a reason for his choice.
-Experiment'I-B was designed as ah attempt to -con■ firm the. result# of experiment T*A*- Forty women students
of the University of .Pennsylvania volunteered as subjects.
Seen individually*, they were offered black and white post
card print*- as rewards for performing' a simple code-writ
ing, and deciphering task. After each.subject completed the
-task* the experimenter' would say;
That ’b all there is to the test, thank you very
much, (the experimenter handed the students two pic
tures*} it*B so hard to'get■subjects for our experi
ments that we would like to show our appreciation-' in
some way. Sere are a couple of prints of famous
paintings which 1 would like to- give to you.- This
■on© ■(indicating on© of the prints} you-can have now*
The -other on© is the only copy I have like -It, and
I*m afraid X‘ll have to. wait a week until I ©an. get
.some more in order to give you one.*-. ”So, you* 11 get
this &m now and that one in. a week. (There ensued
a brief conversation* during which, the experimenter
asked casually.} Which one do you like better?.
.
thy do- you like that one better? *
Only those stating a preference were considered*
*

-

•

^

' .f

and* of these* S5 declared -a preference for the immediate
reward* and

11

expressed a preference for the deferred,,rei/ .*rf .

ward,. Because the ehi-square test showed no .-significant
difference.in the results of the two experiments:* .they
were combined and the P-value^ for the departure from
symmetrical distribution which occurred, was-"greater' than
,tl....
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The probability of obtaining Chance distribution
as poor as or worse than the -one' obtained from observed
data*
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Of the' fowteen pictures used la tills experiment
tea were preferred more often when immediately offered than
v;hen clef©area, four were preferred -equal numbers of time®(

_

under the two conditions , mad none-woo preferred oftenet when Its presentation, was deferred .rather than Immediate,
Subjects goto reasons for their preferences which
were similar to those given by subjects in experiment 1<*A*
three of the subjects merely -indie-abed they were satisfied
with the picture they were being given right away*
.fpem a consideration of the results of the two
©Xp©riffi©htai, .procedures it s@e»ed that the variable of' tem
poral proximity was as effective with college students as
had been with the children* the writers stated that if the
time Interval is considered m barrier* the results would be
interpreted as in contrast to Wright1s conclusion that the
interposition of a barrier increase® a positive valence* or
that on the other hand* the .possibility that what Wright,
•called, contingent properties, associated with the time*
intervals:*, were decisive, should not be excluded*
For-experiment II* 61 of the 64 subject® of exper
iment X«A were used* and the procedure included the portion,
of experiment X*A before the offering of the rewards* fh©
following, imtructlons were givens
As is customary in psychological investigation* we
are unable to discuss the purpose of this experiment
until after -its completion* you .are required to 'bates.
two tests*-one to teat your ability to learn mental,
arithmetic, end the second to test your ability to
learn nonsense syllables* you are required, to' bate*
the test, on erne of the two- now* text -week you will

be required to take the test on the ©theft By the
way, which test do you like better? Why? *
Twenty*nine of the subjects atutei they liked the
test to b# given immediately better While■$$ declared a pro*
ferinbe for the deferred test#, this difference dpfe not
hare statistleal significance, a result which indicates no
influence of the temporal variable on the preference, and
may be an outcome of a difference in the act of subjects
who compared rewards: they would receive, and'who compared
activities which,, although, leading to goals, did hot func
tion a# rewards *

& .study of interest .bef©- because it involves an'
aspect' of psychological distance is one -do,no.by Crutehfleld I
'in.which he studied psychological distance as a function Of
'psychological need# the investigation was an attempt to find
an answer to'the question whether the magnitude of a psyeheic*
gieal distance to a goal Is directly influenced by the intensity
of need- which is directing behavior toward •this goal# fh#
experiHients wore 'mainly concerned with the energy*expendlt ur©,
or work.-dimension of psychological distance, -and were car** '
ried out with the use ©| rats- whose hunger need, was •varied
In a distanee*disc-rirnInstion problem*
;

the apparatus for'the first experiment consisted
of m elevated main runway I®1 long and 3.5tt wide, having
ten short stda paths, §**' long, at right'-angles t© the main
■lbld>, p.#■161 &

....

Crutchfield, B,S,, "Psychological distance m a
Function Of Psychological Meed*” I#. Comp. Psychol« 1939,28
447*469.,
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runway, at Intervals of one foot along It*

A similar

short path led from a starting platform to the main runway#
A foot to the left of the starting path and a foot beyond
the tenth side path were blocks on the main runway.

All

side paths were blinds except for number six which had a
continuation of its path leading to a food platform.

The

effective length of the runway was eleven feet, with the
extra four feet allowing for varying the location of the
slde»paths.

The path leading to the food platform was

always six feet from the starting point#
The problem for the rat was to discriminate a
distance of six feet along the runway#

He would run from

the starting point by way of the main runway until making
the correct turn and eat for fifteen seconds to complete
each trial#
To eliminate visual cues, blind rats were used,
and to disturb olfactory or tactual cues the side paths
were shifted in random fashion and the whole pattern of
side paths was shifted along the main runway between
trials#
There were sixty-one days of training trials for
the twenty rats

used in the experiment during ife.ich hunger

need was maintained at a constant level#
the rats

The behavidr of

duringthe 3a st five days of ahis training period

was usedas a basis of comparison with

the next six days

of test trials during ih ich the hunger need of the rata
was varied#

•S3In handling the results of.the -e.'xpe^iment,. the
measure usedas an index of the.rats’ psychological dls-

„

tance was. the distance-the rats;brav©led ■from the .starting
point to their. first turns 'into- a aid© path.#

fb© average distance traveled by the rata, from
starting.-point to first turn# in #00 trials during the last
five ■days of training*, was 4*90* , with a standard deviation
■of 1*18-** indicative ©f a high level of dietanee dlacrimi-*
nation.#.
Because the- results might not .really demonstrate
■distance discrimination if .it could fee shown that the rats
made-, the turns in relation to a general location on the,runway or to general orientation in the -environment of*the
room the data -for. the 800 trials were divided Into •sets of
100 each* corresponding to the five different locations
along the main runway, of-the entire arrsngemenfe of bypaths
and analysed to. see if there -were,significant variations in
the five distributions*

It- Was. found that the, distributions

were very much alike-*. the means feeing

4.84 &3Z0Qt'-%.81,4,79

with the respective standard deviations feeing 1*18-,- 1*18,
1*39, 1*15, 1*10. the lack of significant, variation in the
data revealed -that the factor- of spatial orientation., did
not contribute to the discrimination of distapee.
fhe possible explanation that the animals respond
ded with respect to the number of turns was countered fey
evidence from a preliminary experiment wherein It was found
that changes■made in the number of side paths'did 'not bring

*#<!*■
about impairment oftto distance discrimination.
The suggestion that the time interval from start*
ing point to first turn might be the hasis'for the iisorimi*
nation m s not acceptable, m evidenced by the lata which
showed that very small variations in distance traveled by
a given animal was accompanied by wide variations .in the

time of. running*
•-., •"

,
■ Following the five days of training trials, there

were six days.of test trials in. which hunger need was varied
■by increases'.and decreases from the regular twenty^four, t o w
level* -there was alto one day of training trials subsequent
to the test trials* The only difference between training
and test trials woe the change'in the intensity of the--.hunger need* The twenty rats were divided- into two groups
of ten each for the test trials to permit- of comparisons ♦
A comparison of distributions ©f first turns

under conditions-of 48 hour, M hour, and IS hour intensi**
ties of need'Stow means of b*f&, .4*90, .and 4*01 respectively*
The distributions are similar,.-- with the-main difference be*
ihg the level oh the-scale of distance tooordiBg to intensity
of need-*
fto results stow a. clear influence of intensity
of payotological need on magnitude of psychological, distance,
the distance, traveled up to the first turn*
Since.small variations In the rate of-running
•along a straight runway might have.caused

an

animal to over*

run-or to-underrun an expected turn it was decided 'to devise

a second experiment providing- the animal a clearer differ*
enti-atlon of units of distance along the path to the goal*
’.:. The.apparatus f©* the second -experiment was as
elevated linear maze having tea identical T«units placed
is. a straight line # with a wail twelve Inches high* at .

Sight angles to the rmlh axis of the maze in each unit*
-SO' that -tho- mi%$& would he fenced to turn either to the
right os: loft to got around -it* There was also a block
on each■unit.-# on the loft or the. right* depending on which
was the blind fop- the unit* •
.There were short paths fro®
the starting point t© the first unit* and fro® the tenthunit to- .the food platform« the correct turn for each unit was
to the night* except for number- eight * in. which the correct'
turn was to the left *
The magnitude ©f the distance traveled by the mi*
mal up to the first left choice was decided to be a reason*
able index of the ^psychological distance**# corresponding
to the true distance fmm the .starting point to the correct ,
left turu*
V

Shifting of parts- of--the mate# and -moving the whole
apparatus ’about in the room was. intended to destroy olfactoryand tactual cues# and cues .provided by orientation In the
room#, regarding the correct left turn# Blind rats wore used*
to avoid visual clue®*
the- six rats used in the experiment had STS train*
ing trials, over a -period- of.bfeirby*-six days# and two days -

■of tost trials *-<■ Intensity of hunger need was laepeasei t©

the ■level of forty-eight hours ■of deprivation foi*'the firS't
•day of -tost trials, and was reduced to the level of twelve
hours of deprivation for the second day of teat -trials*.fhe final 85 of the 275 training trials was used
for comparison with trial# carried out under the test eondit ions * A break-clovm of twenty-five training trials into
five sot# Of'five trial# each corresponding to the five
different roc® locations need'-during these trial# reveals
that no important difference in distance was brought about
by- the- factor of 'orientation, in the room* the means for the
five.distributions are similar:. 5*41,,$*4$.* 4*92, 5*14, and
4 *36*

A comparison of' the three .distributions of dis
tances traveled corresponding to the '48 hour, 24 hour,, and
12 hour intensities of hunger need, shows means of 6*05,
S.15, and 3*7.1 respectively* fhe calculation of Fisher’s
t -to determine the reliability of the difference in -average
distance produced a t value of .8*88' for the difference be
tween the 12, end the M hour values, -and a t value of $*00
■for the difference between the 24 and the 48 hour values*
these values .are statistically significant*
By the results of this experiment, it is clear,
as ‘in the first study, that- discrimination of distance was
mot actually a function of some time interval, for regard
less of the magnitude of the distance traveled, always -. ,;ythe average rate of running remained relatively constant*
Since it might be argued that under lessened

hunger the activity of the animal wight have been nongOal-dlreebtd, four considerations of the animals * be
havior under IS hour need are offered In refutation- of
this objection:

1) the rats showed m

tendency to re

trace, 2) none wade a left turn at the first unit, 3}
after making an initial left turn, rats continued leftturning behavior until finding the correct left turn,
4} after waking correct left turn, m

rate wade m y

further left turns on the way to the goal#
the writer suggested the concept- of psychological
potential} and theorised that there agists a relationship
between intensity of hunger need and magnitude of psycho*
logical potential, so that it is predicted that increased
psychological distance to a goal results from increased
need, and decreased psychological distance to a goal
results from decreased need*-
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induced, quasi-need for means-end behavior leading
to the goal,
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problem & m procedure

la planning their experiments investigating the
relationship between motivation and estimation of time,
Filer and Meals1 confined themselves to a design which had
the purpose of causing subjects to desire the passing of a
time interval so as to arrive at an attractive goal, which
for one group was dismissal from class for the day, and
for the other the winning of a prize.
Results obtained did bear out the hypothesis that
subjects who are motivated to have time pass will estimate
a given period of time to be of longer duration than will
subjects who are not so motivated.
Since the goals presented to their subjects were
attractive in nature, Filer and Meals, in discussing the
results, mentioned the need for investigation of the offset
an undesirable event at the end of a given distance would
have upon estimations of distances.
Interest in the results of the Filer and Meals
study plus curiosity about the effect of an unattractive
goal on judgment of duration of time led to the present
1. Filer, R. 5 ., and Meals, D. W., "fhe Effect of
Motivating Conditions on the Estimation of flme,** 1, exp.
Psychol,, 1949, 39# 327-331.
~
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experiment fc@st.iag fell© following two kypafcijeses :

u*nn 9 ' w x%*$x* .
8 .. A
IfPtfllSii At

.B

.: G,

B

Gives tiae temporal, distance m , from a

siarfcing time to a desirable goal, and t&ree points A,
B, and 0 along MB* snob fcMfc S.Bs2SAt ant

subjects

glvon a set to attain; tfe® desirable goal will estimate BA,
il* ©nd @0 to be of longerdurafclon fcOan will subiaets in
a

,control group not given sueA a set*
4*57* 9 U 4 ” 13*51" .
I . A
. c
B

arBGfHESiS' 1* ■

Given tba temporal distance SB, from a '
■

starting time to an undesirable goal, m i thvm points A*
B* and C along SB.*. sued fcbst 0£*$S&* ant GG»3GA* subjects
given a set'to reaeb fctie undesirable goal. will, estimate Sa »
Si*, and SG to be of snorter duration than will subjects-.in
a control group net given suc&a set*,

'

f be procedure involved the use of mine aiased groups
of undergraduate students' at Montana State 'fmlvepslty*
fbree groups*' .3&*:2SE&* and' IXIA: worked toward the desirable
goal*

ffeefcbre# groups IB* H i * 'and 111!' performed fctie

'Same basis* wltn a n :undesirable experience to follow fcb© and
of fcbe time period*

fiiree groups* 10, 11@* and 1 S G also

carried onfcbe same'task* but wttboufc any special ®tlva»
feional sot* as in tbs case ■of'tbs A and 3> groups * fbey were

merely asked to follow instructions, and had t M expecta

tion of eontinuing *'egatm Class work at the end #£ their
task performances.*.
the desirable goal adopted was th© same one that
f*13er and Meals used for their experimental group !* that
is* th® promise of dismissal from Claes at the end of the.
task pePiod*

fhls goal was decided ©pop because of th©

acceptance of their assumption that students liked to got
out, of ©lass early and wool# desire ike end of k time
period which had to pass kefor© they might leave* and be
cause of the interesting comparisons which might be made
between results obtained at least partly through offering
the identical goal-*

for an undesirable goal it was decided to inform
the- subjects- taking part 'that at the end of the performance
-Of the written bask* the group-would more be a-nearby ■
laboratory' where |4&dlwl#eal tests 'wetiM be made mi tolerance
to ©leotrlo shock*

ft was assumed such, ah event would be

undesirable to the- subjects because- Of the generally exist#
ing fear .and abhorrence Of electriO: shock* yet*- would not

m m so unusual or objectionable but that they would submit
to such tests* however- reluctantly*

fhe tam performance required Of the subjects was
similar to that used in the -filer; and $Jea-|a experiments *
4 total of $S$ men and women undergraduates parti
cipated in the experimental studies * there were nine'dif
ferent groups*, numbering from thirty-two to sixty-five

31subjeots.

Groups IA, IIA* and II1A, working toward a desir

able goal, were stopped after 4s37* 9*14, and 13s51 respec
tively.

Groups IB, XIB, and IIIB, working toward an unde

sirable event, were stopped after 4s37, 9*14, and 13s51
respectively.

Groups 10, 1Z0, and 1XXC, serving as control

groups, were stopped after 4s37, 9*14, and 13*51 respec
tively.
In all cases, administration of the tasks was carried
out at the beginning of class periods.
Bach subject in positive groups IA, IIA, and IIIA
was given a sheet of ruled paper and the following instruc
tions were read*
You are now to perform a twenty minute task.
When you have finished you will be dismissed from this
class. On the sheet of paper provided, you are to
write down as many words as you can think of using
alternate letters of the alphabet, beginning with A,
as the first letter of the words. That is, you may
use A, C, B, Q, etc., as the first letter but not B,
D, B, B, etc. Write as many words as you can think
of beginning with A. When you have written all the
words you oan think of beginning with A, go on to C.
When you have finished with one letter, skip a let
ter and go on to the next. You may use proper names.
Are there any questions? This Is a twenty minute
task. You will start when I say "Go**. As soon as
you have finished you will be through for this
period.
The following instructions were read to stop
subjects;
Stop! Everyone stop working! Do not look at
your watches. On the back of your paper in the lower
right hand corner estimate the amount of time you
have been working at this task, that is, the time
from the signal *Gon, until you were stopped. The
task m s not actually twenty minutes in length* Indi
cate your estimated time in minutes and seconds. If
you have looked at your watch at any time after you
started until now, please, make a note of it beside
the time estimate.

After it was ascertained that the time estimates had •'
been recorded* subjects were asked to answer the following
two questions;
.•I* lid you*. while :.yeu w e working-at the task,"
experience a desire' to have time pass more slowly or ■
« r e quickly than it seemed to be'passing? in'answer*.
state that'you wanted time to pass-more quickly* or ■v
more slowly m that you did not think about the'passage
of'time*
8.; lid you* while'you wet© working at the. task*
think you were writing more word© m fewer wort© than
as average person: sight writ© in-the same length of
time, an average number of'words* or did yon mot thinkabout th© number of words you were writing? '•$■& answer*
©tat©’that you thought you war© writing more*.fewer*"
am average- number, ©f'ttisb you didn’t think about the
number of words you were writing#,
ta©h member of groups- 11* _111* and 1111 was handed
a sheet of ruled paper* after which the following instruc
tions were read;
You are now to perform a twenty minute task#
■When you have finished* you will .be taken to- the
laboratory where your tolerance to electric ©hook
will be tested.# omthe sheet of paper provided you
are to writ© down as 'many word© as you.©am think of
using alternate letters of the. alphabet*, beginning
with .4'as the first •letter" of the words* that is*
you may use 4* c, ly ©* etc*, as the first' letter''
but mot B* 0*' F, H* It©* Writ© as many words as you.
©am think' of beginning with 4* When you hay© written
all. th© 'words you■©am ■think of beginning 'with 4* •go
on to- C* When you hay© finished with on© letter*
skip a letter and. go on to th© mart * You may use
proper names# Are there any questions? This is a '
twenty minute task# 'You will start wkm t say **§©'*#
When you have finished you will be taken to a labora
tory tm a test of your tolerance, to electric shock#
:
fh© same stopping instructions were read to groups
IB*'III* and 111! as war©'.used to stop groups M * .1I&*.and
1114. and th© same two questions .regarding consciousness of
th© passing of time, and of number ©f words being written*

,-ss*

m m addressed to these groups at wort pat to the three
positively motivated groups.
In bb© case of th© eontroi groups f#| 110, and
1110* the instructions for •the bask wore like those given
•tit© other six' groups'*, with -tM. exception t M t no special
loairaOIa'or undesirable ©vent, to- follow the porformanc©
of the- task was suggested.

fhese groups war# also stopped

In the same; maimer an th© ©thers mi. the two questions put
to the others were asked of. them,.
At tn© and of the procedure ^in ©very oiaas taking
■part* i m experimenter asked members-not to discus© the
experiment out©id© of the class,

inhere was apparently fin©

■©©operation*: i m only one preapeotivi ©mhjoct admitted hav
ing beforehand knowledge*, and «&» was not allowed, to take

part#.

.....
@f the 303 students constituting the mine .groups

participating

in the experiment* ft declared -they.had looked

at hMlf w&ta&os during the task periods#,

fhe estimates of

fh®s© subjects wore- discarded* only the data from the- remain
ing 331 subjects being- considered in studying the results,,
with %ii© nine'groups finally numbering
eight.

imm thirty, to forty-

m m m m

tu

mmws
Besnlhs obtained do- m b bear out th© predictions
of Che hypotheses * Statistical study of the three groups
■in .fable I .revealed a difference in means beyond the *05
level only between IA and IB*

Biff©rentes in means Between

the eorcrel and the other two groups are- net significant*

t mm

t

lumber of :G&sm,: ''Sean fiae Estimates and Standard Devi©*tiers {in sec*,} of groups t % IB*, and 10 Stopped After
Working at’-fask M m Minutes and fhirty-seven Seconds

Groups

I;
,
(
f

■. Positive.Goai..#r©uo.....
negative .
. Goal Grouo

. SG
.

m-.

is ..

.

•* ..& m ..

MV

c
.....

lii

■it
..,irr..... ...
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there are.no statistically significant, differences
in means, among* the three groups listed in fable it* or m m g
'the groups in fable III*
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-35TABLE II
Number of Cases, Mean Time Estimates and Standard Devia
tions (In see*} of Groups H A , 118, and IIC Stopped After
?i!orking at Task Nine Minutes and Fourteen Seconds

Groups

'

IIA
Positive
Goal Group
' IIB
Negative
Goal Group

IIC
Control Group

N

Mean

SD

35

612

173.3

31

625

160

33

585

186.3

TABLE III
Humber of Cases, Mean Time Estimates and Standard Devia
tions (in sec*) of Groups IIIA, IIIB, and IIXC Stopped
After Working at Task Thirteen Minutes and Fifty-one Sec*

Groups
tliA
Positive
Goal Group
1 iifc
Negative
Goal Group
I IIC
Control Group

N

Mean

SD

48

839

192.2

37

814

174.2

38

805

160.8

"
" ™ ’

Totals in every one of the nine groups were broken
down into seven sub-groups each, according to subjects1
statements as to whether they, 1) had wanted time to pass
more slowly than It seemed to be passing, 2) had wanted

time fed pass more quickly than it seemed to be passing*
3} had not given thought to- the passage of time* 4) had
thought that they were writing as many words as an average'
person might write- in the same period of time* 3) had
thought- that they "were writing more than' the average*
6) had thought that they were 'writing fewer tk m the average*
7} had not thought about the number of fords they were
writing#
fables 11 to ZK$ inclusive* give a breakdown of
number of cases* rnmm and standard deviation for the- various
groups in each of the above categories#
fab $$ 11
lumber.of cases* lean time Estimates and standard fMvla*
tions (in see*.)" of fho.se in Groups 1A* IB* and 1C Who
Had Wanted f ime to Pass lore Slowly or More Quickly Than
It Seemed, to be passing or Who Cave Ho thought to the.
Passage ©f time and -Who Were stopped After four Minutes
and fhirty-sevsn Seconds -

croups

More
3Wlf M&T1
'©'-SuiLcklv H0.1^houaht,of fime.....
-8B;
.N
SB,, 8
J.,,. M SB,.

....................

.

:U','fA .:
Positive
Coal...Group ..
Hegativ© •
Goal Group ....

m

control Grouo 14

p m ■:10# 1

..SCO,b

..

MB. ,13b

P-v

pm.

6

3b
,

.17... $81 133....
..

.

3C1. ISC

,.,;.r .. .,........

pm .w. ft*, m t ...iff,....
....
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TABLE V
Number of Cases, "can Time Estimates and Standard Devia
tions (in sec•) of Those in Groups IIA, IIB, and IIC Who
Had Wanted Time to Pass More Slowly or 'lore Quickly Than
It Seemed to he Passing or Who Gave No Thought to the
Passage of Time and Who Were Stopped After Nine 'Inutes
and Fourteen Seconds

Groups

slowlY More Quickly No Thought of Time
M SD
M
a SD N
N
SD

M
IIA
Positive
final

fir«nnn ~ ?o

I IB
Negative
Goal Group

60S

162

573

174

4S1

191

1

780

0

m

14

613

188

17

663

159

21

622

162

IIC

QaxtiaalJtrssst10

2

713

186

TABLE VI
Numb j r of Casos, Mean Time Estimates and Standard jjeviations (in sec*) of Those In Groups IIIA, IIIB, and IIIC
Who Had Wanted Tim© to Pass More Slowly or More Quickly
Than It Seemed to be Passing or Who Gave No Thought to
the Passage of Time and Who Were Stopped After Thirteen
Minutes and Fifty-one Seconds

Groups
IIIA
Positive

More Slowly More Quickly No Thought of Time
M SD N
N
M SD
M
N
SD
23

797 155 6

766 134

19

914

218

14

865 123 3

651 54

20

804

193

IIIC
Control Group 29

825 155 1

750 0

8

759

224

IIIB
Negative
Goal Group

•3PABI& ?IX
Humber of Cases* leant time Estimates and Standard Devia
tions IIn see*I of fhose in Groups XA, IB, and IG Who .
Bad thought they Were Writing an Average Humber of Words*,
lore, or Fewer numbers of Words than Average*, or Who Gave'
Ho fbought to the Humber of Words they lore Writing a M
Who Were stopped After Four Minutes. and fhlrby*aeven Seconds

Averaa©

V*Vvtjir<£

lore .

Bo \thought
of dumber _

■Fewer

W r^,..,.r...
-h f-i; ® ,•, N, ..M
' '&
■positive
...70, .
..3.42
Goal Qro.m I, r.AS®.. 0 ...ft. „■
-- |jg -- Begativ©
393
Goal Groan ID, .j i s l 162 .9 ,r -.694MP>ID
Control
10 sas
1^1 2 199 139 9 332
...Grom^,
,

_

3ft•
■H

M. .
, ,80-,

,,113 11 284

91

-■W 14 w ,

1^8

132 14 404 ..132

t m m fin
Humber of Oases* lean time Estimates and Standard Devia
tions (in a©#*!' of those In Groups I I A * IXB, and 110 who
Had thought they Were Writing an’Average Humber of Words*
lore-or fewer numbers of Words-than Average* or Who Gave
Wo thought to the Humber of Words they Were-' 'writing and
Who Were Stopped After Wine Minutes and Fourteen Seconds

Groups

._ .■ lore .

..Fewer

w
VL
1 1IIA
Positive
Goal Group- 3 748
l" xll;tt ''
negative
Goal ©roup 17 650
■'nxllr -1'
Control
10 633

SD »

W

|n

M SD

M

wo!t
of.
,Humber
■SD N

H

10® 8

540 90

13 0 W

155 4

576 843

10 602 168

216 8

570 ISO 10 608 178 11 613

SB

205 14 610 186

154

TAB1S m
Number of Oases, Mean Time Estimates anti Standard Pavia*
ticms (in sec*) of Those in Groups IIIA, IIIB, and II10
Who lad Thought they far© Writing an' Average Number of Words,
Mora or Fewer Numbers of Word© Than Average, or Who Gave
Ho Thought to th© Humber of Words They Were'Writing and
Who Were Stopped After- Thirteen Minutes, fifty*©©.© Seconds.

Groups■

.Average...

a.
ni,,
Positive
Goal Group

« . . .

II

a©.' n rr 1.

@yg-

237

Negative
Goal Group- S.,-', 796
■'III© "r1'
Control
Group
2r. 811

Fewer'

.Mere,...

'
•fl-v.,.1.

91 2... .035 ,25

SB N

13

.

....

rSfr.

17 812 160 7 820M 105

854. 146

.150 1 : ■ W p.

Ho
’ of .Humber

..

,14. 853 ..205 14 793 I P

...

18 814

169 I# 778 143

Students* wtrt test of Significance, applied to. 144
combinations of categories within the nine groups of subjects,
resulted in significant differences in means between only
five, pairs of sub-groups•
In groups XA and XB there is a .significant 'dif
ference in means beyond the *05 level between those who
gave no thought to the passing of time*

(See TABLE IV)

Within groups IA and IC there' is a significant
difference In means beyond the *06 level between those
who gave no-' thought to the number of words they were writing*.
(See T m m fix)
With regard to group IIA, a significant differencein -means at the *05 level occurs between 'those who thought

they wrote- an average number of words and those wh© thought
they wrote fewer than average*
-In group IIIB, between those who said they had
wanted time to pass more slowly and those Who had wanted it
to pass more quickly than It seemed to fee passing,* there
was a difference in means significant beyond the * % level*
and in the same group those who wanted time to pas© more
quickly and those who gave no thought to-the passage of
time had a difference in means significant beyond the ,05
level«

Qm&Tm

i't

KseiiiiiBi of Msmts
•1®suits from th© experiments 4© mot c©nfi-m hypo
thesis A that subjects offered © desirable goal at the end'

of a given temporal distance will overestimate periods of
time along that distance in comparison with control groups
not offered a special goal, or hypothesis :i that subject.®
expecting to reach an. undesirable goal at the end of a
given temporal distance will underestimate periods of time
along:-sued a distance in comparison with control groups not
looking forward to any special goal-*
Among group® XAj XI* ant 10, the mean time estimate
for subjects it IB, moving toward am undesirable goal* is
higher that the meets of the other two groups * further* the
meat of SA., instead of being- larger* as expected * is smaller
that- the mean of the control group* ®miy between 14 and XB
is there a .significant difference in means * and that differ*
ease 1® In a iiraction opposite that which the hypotheses
would suggest*
In comparin-i -groups 114, XIB, and XXB, one notices
again, that the negatively motivated group has the highest
mean time estimate of the three*

fh© control group has the

smallest mean, but the differences in mean among' the three
are relatively slight, and are not statistically significant*
-41-

—42!—
Willi regard to groups I|14* 111®* ami IIIC, resalts
show that. although the group expecting to attain a desirable
goal teas the highest mean time estimate of the three, the
differences between its mearn and those of the other two kifi

m statistical sigmificamee* 'As 'la the ease of %m I ami If
groups*. ami contrary t» expectations* subjects in .111®*
to reach, am undesirable goal, have a higher m m
tins estimate them subjects ta the control group, feat mot*
h#wttar#ciigmifioaiitif M 0 # r *

?

ReMlts for ©roups 14 ami l©* 'which «?# th# only
data. in this expariffiemt dlioitly comparable* conflict with
-.result# obtained fey filer ami ttcAU* from their first experi
ment, for th# mean time ©stiiaiit# of their control was sight*
fleant.If smaller than th# mean of their experimental group.
that subjects working toward th® desirable goal
would went tin# to pa##* as assumed fey filer and Meals, is
questionable, for la answer to. th® first'Of two questions
asked of subjects in group® ■14* 114* If14 in this e-gperiment.
If answered that they hah wanted tin# to pass more slowly*
8 replied that they had wasted tin© to pass M r ® quickly,
ami If. said that they did not think about .the'passage of time.
there were, however* no significant differences in mean t|m
estimates among those giving these responses within the vari
ous gf#hpe> If subjects shouid wamt'time to pass so, as to
%ilor* I*
and.llfals*. &« W., %ielffeet of MeUr
v&tlfti Conditions■on the intimation of flia©.» f:.».of. erp.
S»ote»l.» 1949, 39, »7-33ft*
~

peach a desirable goal* %hm the majority of replies to the
question aboub passage of time should have stated a desire
to too time pass more quickly.
It £& noteworthy that it the groups IB, US, and
111% approaching- am umdesiraM© goal, 37 subjects expressed
a desire t# have time pas# more slowly, five wanted time to
pasrmop-t quickly, and #1 stated they gave no thought to the
passage of tia©.

the assumption that subjects in those

groups should m a t time to- pas slowly is at least question*
able,
fifty*three subjects' la th# control group# declared
that they had wanted t-lso to pass more" slowly, aia# replied
that they had desired to tear# time pa##, more quickly* and

$ifty^.tfef## salt they had given no- thought to the passage of
fh# scarcity of significant difference# in-mean time
estimates In the various groups based on, answers to- the ques
tion regarding desire for the 'passage of time make#‘it impossiblr t# detect any tendency for- subjects fo. judge duration
of time according to whether they want time t© pas# more
Slowly or quickly or do not advert to the- passing of time.
Of-the total number of subject# taking part In the
expsriaetttt ft declared they had thought they were writing
an average'number of words, 24 stated they bat thought they"
were writing more words than.average, 114 replied that they
ha# thought they w#r# •writing fewer word# m m average, and
101 responded that they had not thought about the number of

~44*»
words they were writing.

Comparison of means among the sub

groups did not reveal significant differences indicating a
trend related to Judgments about number of words being
written#
In general, answers to the two questions asked of
all subjects after they had given their time estimates
would suggest a functional relationship between the type of
task they performed and the psychological distance#

I

I

I

?

1

s
subjects given a set to reach an undesirable goal will esti
mate periods of time along a temporal distance to the goal
ah shorter In duration than will subjects is. control groups

sot ad motiratei*
£» Ifine groups -of subjects .participated in perform*
lag a task which they wore told would, last W minutes♦
thro# groups were stopped after 4:37, three after 9:14, and
three.after 13:51, and asked, to estimate the length of time

t
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S

AS
J3 *f
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M
I
Of the .control and the negatively motivated groups, or

<0

M M

%

I

O' •

*4

*•
n
o
©
©
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estimates of subjects giving various maw era were foi^ared
but significant differeases In means between comparable sub
groups were too few to disclose any particular'trend.
fotals of various answers indicated that the
assumption that subjects offered a desirable goal following
a given period of time would want time to pass is not valid,
and also that the converse of -this assumption does not 'holt'
I
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